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You really belong here: 
Let’s Talk about Imposter Syndrome

What is it? How can we overcome it?
An open forum
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Agenda

• Brief Round of Introduction

• Breakout Rooms:
• Discussion around imposter syndrome (“IS”) test results (see slide 6), 

experiences of individuals in the groups, strategies to overcome (or avoid) IS.

• Final Round of Discussion
• Hosts will convey results of breakout room discussions, incl. sharing best 

strategies on overcoming IS from discussion as well as personal experience.
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What is Imposter Syndrome?

Imposter syndrome can be defined as a collection of feelings of
inadequacy that persist despite evident success. 'Imposters' suffer from
chronic self-doubt and a sense of intellectual fraudulence that override
any feelings of success or external proof of their competence.

The persistent inability to believe that one's success is deserved or has
been legitimately achieved as a result of one's own efforts or skills.
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Who is Affected by Imposter Syndrome?
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Who is Affected by Imposter Syndrome?
An estimated 70% of people experience these impostor feelings at some point in
their lives. Impostor syndrome affects all kinds of people from all parts of life:
women, men, medical students, marketing managers, actors and executives.
Women, underserved minorities, first generation academics...
(https://time.com/5312483/how-to-deal-with-impostor-syndrome/)

Every time I was called on in class, I was sure that I was about to embarrass myself.
Every time I took a test, I was sure that it had gone badly. And every time
I excelled, I believed that I had fooled everyone yet again. This phenomenon of
capable people being plagued by self-doubt has a name — the impostor syndrome.
Sheryl Sandberg

Impostorism is one of the few psychological issues initially thought to affect
primarily women that later was determined to relate to both genders.
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Imposter Syndrome Test 
https://testyourself.psychtests.com/testid/3803

• Total score is <40, the respondent has few Impostor characteristics; 
• Total score is between 41 and 60, the respondent has moderate IS experiences; 
• Total score between 61 and 80 means the respondent frequently has Impostor feelings;
• Total score >80 means the respondent often has intense IS experiences. 

The higher the score, the more frequently and seriously the IS interferes in a person’s life.
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Imposter Bingo!
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IS Cause-Effect Relationship

Attributing success to luck Fear of Failure
Discounting success & Compliments Perfectionism

Dreading that people will find out you 
aren’t as talented as they think you are 
or as you should be

Self-Doubt & Downshifting expectations

Perfectionism &  
Relentless Self-Criticism Anxiety

Circuit of fault & Extreme Self-Criticism Performance Impairment 

Emotional Burden Isolation & Pain
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Okay, So What Can You/We Do?
• Think of confidence as a skill you need to develop.
• Start by recognizing that you aren’t the only “imposter” in the room. 

• Share your experiences (e.g. teaching and training new joiners);
• Share advice from experts (e.g. talking about it really helps!)

• Facts vs Thoughts
• Look at the evidence and base your thoughts/feelings really on what is going 

on rather than FEAR.

• Develop a healthy response to failure and mistake making
• Forgive yourself for when mistakes happen and learn from it.

• Change the script
• You can ask for help and, if you are starting something new, it’s normal to feel 

off-base.
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Suggested Reading

• https://www.paulineroseclance.com/pdf/ip_high_achieving_women.pdf
• https://www.nytimes.com/guides/working-womans-handbook/overcome-

impostor-syndrome
• https://hbr.org/2021/02/stop-telling-women-they-have-imposter-

syndrome

https://impostorsyndrome.com/book/overview/
https://www.amazon.com/Presence-Bringing-Boldest-Biggest-Challenges/dp/1478930152
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Imposter-Cure-mind-trap-imposter-syndrome/dp/1783253061/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=The+Imposter+Cure&qid=1560429442&s=gateway&sr=8-1

